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Abstract: Three tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle (TMS-HCO-NP) 

suspensions of different particle sizes were prepared with different polyvinyl alcohol surfactant 

concentrations using a hot homogenization and ultrasonic technique. The in vitro release, in vitro 

antibacterial activity, mammalian cytotoxicity, acute toxicity in mice, and stability study were 

conducted to evaluate the characteristics of the suspensions. The in vitro tilmicosin release rate, 

antibacterial activity, mammalian cytotoxicity, acute toxicity in mice, and stability of the suspen-

sions were evaluated. When prepared with polyvinyl alcohol concentrations of 0.2%, 1%, and 5%, 

the mean diameters of the nanoparticles in the three suspensions were 920±35 nm, 452±10 nm, 

and 151±4 nm, respectively. The three suspensions displayed biphasic release profiles similar to 

that of freeze-dried TMS-HCO-NP powders, with the exception of having a faster initial release. 

Moreover, suspensions of smaller-sized particles showed faster initial release, and lower minimum 

inhibitory concentrations and minimum bactericidal  concentrations. Time-kill curves showed 

that within 12 hours, the suspension with the 151 nm particles had the most potent bactericidal 

activity, but later, the suspensions with larger-sized particles showed increased antibacterial 

activity. None of the three suspensions were cytotoxic at clinical dosage levels. At higher drug 

concentrations, all three suspensions showed similar concentration-dependent cytotoxicity. 

The suspension with the smallest-sized particle showed significantly more acute toxicity in 

mice, perhaps due to faster drug release. All three suspensions exhibited good stability at 4°C 

and at room temperature for at least 6 months. These results demonstrate that TMS-HCO-NP 

suspensions can be a promising formulation for tilmicosin, and that nanoparticle size can be 

an important consideration for formulation development.

Keywords: tilmicosin, solid lipid nanoparticle suspension, particle size, release rate, 

antibacterial activity, toxicity

Introduction
Tilmicosin is a semisynthetic macrolide antibiotic developed by Lilly Research Labo-

ratories (Indianapolis, IN, USA),1 which has potent and broad-spectrum antimicrobial 

activity and rapid accumulation in bovine macrophages and mammary gland epithelial 

cells.2,3 Following intravenous or subcutaneous administration, tilmicosin rapidly passes 

from the blood into milk and is eliminated slowly from the milk.2 Thus, tilmicosin 

can be used for the treatment of bovine mastitis; however, tilmicosin can also cause 

acute cardiac toxicity.2 Cattle can tolerate doses as high as 50 mg/kg if the drug is 

administered subcutaneously, but they have toxic reactions consistent with cardiovas-

cular damage when injected intravenously, even at doses as low as 5 mg/kg.4 Pigs also 

exhibit a toxic reaction to tilmicosin (increased respiration, emesis, and convulsions) 

at 10 mg/kg when administered intramuscularly.4
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Since tilmicosin is a Lewis base with two tertiary amines, 

it is highly hydrophobic in basic conditions, with almost 

negligible solubility above pH 10. In acid conditions, tilmi-

cosin can form salts, which increase its aqueous solubility.5,6 

Currently, soluble tilmicosin phosphate is used in clinics; 

however, this form exhibits problems of low potency, poor 

absorption, and low systemic bioavailability. Given these 

disadvantages, the development of a novel delivery system 

for tilmicosin is warranted.

Our previous studies demonstrated that a lyophilized 

powdered form of tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor 

oil solid lipid nanoparticles (TMS-HCO-NP) is a promis-

ing formulation for improving the pharmacological and 

toxicological characteristics of tilmicosin, enhancing the 

therapeutic efficacy and decreasing tilmicosin toxicity.7–9 

A pharmacokinetics study examining what occurs following 

its subcutaneous administration in mice demonstrated that 

this formulation shows significantly longer systemic circu-

lation, greater bioavailability, and lower maximum serum 

concentration than native tilmicosin.8 A subsequent mouse 

mastitis study indicated that the TMS-HCO-NP formulation 

has enhanced antibacterial activity and therapeutic efficacy 

at a lower dose and frequency than tilmicosin alone.7 A lower 

peak tilmicosin concentration may account for the reduced 

acute toxicity of TMS-HCO-NP.9

Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) are colloidal drug 

delivery systems that can be prepared as either aqueous 

dispersions (suspensions) or dry powders. Although liquid 

dispersions of SLN can also be converted into dry powders 

for stable storage by spray-drying or lyophilization,10,11 

suspensions are still preferred due to great ease of prepara-

tion and low cost.12,13 Production cost is an important driver 

for developing veterinary clinical applications,14 and SLN 

suspensions can be produced on a large scale and can be 

used directly.15,16

Particle size has become an important developmental 

 consideration in the field of nanobiology, particularly dur-

ing the development of new drug delivery systems.17,18 

 Formulation methods that decrease the size of the drug par-

ticles to submicron sizes have shown promise for enhancing 

the dissolution of poorly soluble drugs.19–23 According to the 

Noyes–Whitney equation, smaller particle sizes equate to 

a larger effective surface area which, in turn, increases the 

dissolution rate.24 Accordingly, there are examples in which 

decreasing drug particle size improves bioavailability.19 The 

size of the drug particles at the microscopic level can affect 

biodistribution; in some cases, it is as important as the chemi-

cal composition of the drug.26

Factors that influence SLN particle size include the SLN 

preparation method, as well as the type and amount of sur-

factant and lipid used. In this study, several TMS-HCO-NP 

formulations were prepared by hot homogenization and ultra-

sonication, and their particle sizes were controlled by varying 

the surfactant concentration. The physical, biological, and 

chemical characteristics of TMS-HCO-NP suspensions with 

different particle sizes were evaluated. The results provide 

an enhanced understanding of the optimization process of 

nanoparticles, and the resulting formulations are promising 

alternatives for improving tilmicosin delivery.

Materials and methods
Materials
Hydrogenated castor oil (HCO) was obtained from Tongliao 

Tonghua Castor Chemical Co, Ltd (Inner  Mongolia, People’s 

Republic of China). The tilmicosin (93.1%, weight/weight) 

was produced by Shandong Jiulong Hisince Pharmaceuti-

cal Co., Ltd (Jinan, Shandong Province, People’s Republic 

of China). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (87%–90% hydrolyzed, 

average molecular weight: 30,000–70,000) was purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). MTT (3-[4,5-

Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Chloroform was of analyti-

cal reagent grade and bought from Beijing Chemical Works 

(Beijing, People’s Republic of China). Other chemicals and 

reagents not specified in the text were of analytical grade 

or equivalent. The baby hamster kidney cell line (BHK-21) 

was from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, 

VA, USA).

animals and bacteria
Imprinting control region Kunming mice of each sex (20–22 g)  

were obtained from Vital River Laboratory Animal Tech-

nology Co, Ltd (Beijing, People’s Republic of China). The 

animals were housed at room temperature (RT) under natural 

day and night cycles with free access to water and food. 

They were kept for 1 week before use. All experimental 

protocols concerning the handling of mice were conducted in 

accordance with the requirements of the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee at China Agricultural University 

(Beijing, People’s Republic of China).

Staphylococcus aureus (clinical strain) was isolated from 

herds of cows shedding the microbe (Lvhe-Dairy, Sanyuan, 

Beijing, People’s Republic of China). Bacteria were streaked 

from glycerol-frozen stocks onto agar plates and incubated 

overnight at 37°C. A single bacterial colony from the fresh 

plates was inoculated in the Mueller–Hinton broth (MHB) 
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and grown at 37°C in a shaking incubator at 180 rpm to an 

OD
600

 of 0.6 (in the period of the logarithmic phase), which 

corresponds to 2.0×108 colony-forming units (cfu)/mL con-

firmed by plating serial dilutions. For the in vitro study, the 

bacteria were diluted in broth.

Preparation of TMs-hcO-NP 
suspensions
Tilmicosin-loaded SLN suspensions were formulated by 

hot homogenization and ultrasonic technique, as described 

previously.8 Briefly, 0.3 g of tilmicosin was mixed with 2.7 g 

of HCO in a 100 mL tube and heated in a boiling water 

bath. After the lipid was melted and the drug was dissolved 

in the melted lipid, 30 mL of 0.2%, 1%, or 5% PVA solu-

tion preheated in a boiling water bath was poured into the 

lipid phase and stirred at 150 rpm for 3 minutes to form an 

oil in water emulsion. The emulsion was sonicated for 30 

minutes (VCX 750 Vibra-Cell™; Sonics and Materials, Inc., 

Newtown, CT, USA) using the 13 mm microprobe with an 

amplitude of 35% to form a nanoemulsion. The nanoemul-

sion was quickly poured into 30 mL of cold water to obtain 

a nanoparticle suspension. The control SLN was prepared 

similarly without adding tilmicosin.

Determination of mean diameter, 
polydispersity index, and zeta potential
The mean diameter (MD), polydispersity index (PDI), and 

zeta potential (ZP) of the SLN were determined by pho-

ton correlation spectroscopy using Zetasizer Nano ZS90 

(Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) at 25°C. The samples 

of SLN suspension were diluted with distilled water by 

10–20 times for the particle size and PDI analysis, and by 

100–200 times for ZP determination to get optimum kilo 

counts per second of 20–400 for measurements.

Determination of drug loading
The nanoparticles were collected by centrifugation at 

12,000 rpm (Centrifuge 5810 R; Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, 

Germany) for 60 minutes at 4°C and washed three times 

with distilled water. The SLN were resuspended in distilled 

water and lyophilized for 48 hours (LGJ-12 Freeze Dryer; 

Beijing Songyuan Huaxing Technology Development Co, 

Ltd,  Beijing, People’s Republic of China). The control (blank) 

SLN without tilmicosin was prepared similarly.

To determine the drug content in the SLN, a weighed 

amount of freeze-dried SLN was dissolved in chloroform 

and the solution was analyzed directly at 291 nm using an 

ultraviolet spectrophotometer.7 The control nanoparticles 

were treated similarly as blanks for the measurements. 

The assay was repeated three times using different samples 

from independent preparations. Drug loading (DL) is defined 

as follows:

DL =  ([Weight of tilmicosin in SLN]/ 

[weight of SLN]) × 100%. (1)

Microscopic analysis
The SLN suspension was diluted with distilled water by five-

fold, and 2 µL of the dilution was placed onto a microscope 

slide. The nanoparticles were dried at RT for 5 minutes and 

photomicrographs of the SLN were taken using an inverted 

optical microscope (Olympus 1X71; Olympus Corporation, 

Tokyo, Japan).

scanning electron microscopy
The surface morphology of the nanoparticles was character-

ized by scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Quanta 200F; 

FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Briefly, 5 mg of the 

samples was suspended in 1 mL of distilled water, and 2 µL 

of the suspension was placed on a cover slip and dried at 

RT. The samples were coated with gold using an ion sputter 

pump and examined.

In vitro release
TMS-HCO-NP suspensions were diluted (1:1) with either a 

0.9% (weight/volume) sodium chloride (NaCl) solution or 0.1 

mol/L of hydrogen chloride (HCl). The diluted suspension (2 

mL, donor solution) was added in a dialysis bag (molecular 

weight: 8000–14,000) and dialyzed against 38 mL 0.9% (w/v) 

NaCl solution or 0.1 M HCl (receiver solution) in a 50 mL 

tube at RT under magnetic stirring at 60 rpm. Lyophilized 

TMS-HCO-NP powder and native tilmicosin (with same 

amount of drug as the suspension) suspended or dissolved 

in 1 mL of the 0.9% NaCl solution or 0.1 M HCl were 

used as controls. At fixed time points, samples (2 mL) were 

withdrawn from the receiver solution and the same amount 

of fresh medium was added to maintain a constant volume. 

The blank nanoparticle formulation without tilmicosin was 

treated similarly and used as blanks for the measurements. 

The experiments were carried out in triplicate.

In vitro antibacterial activity
Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum 

 bactericidal concentration (MBC) were determined by 

the broth dilution technique with MHB using an inocu-

lum of 5×105 cfu/mL, as recommended by the Clinical 
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and  Laboratory Standards Institute.25 Briefly, 1 mL serial 

 dilutions of the TMS-HCO-NP suspension were mixed with 

1 mL of the bacterial culture (1×106 cfu/mL, in MHB) in a 

4 mL sterile centrifuge tube (the final tilmicosin concentra-

tions ranged from 2.0–34.0 µg/mL) and the mixture was 

incubated at 37°C in an incubator (Taicang Experimental 

Equipment Factory, Taicang, Jiangsu, People’s Republic 

of China) with shaking at 130 rpm. The MIC was defined 

as the lowest concentration inhibiting visible growth after 

incubation at 37°C for 12 hours.27 The MIC of native tilmi-

cosin and released tilmicosin was measured in the same way. 

All experiments were carried out in triplicate. The MBC is 

measured by subculturing the broths used for MIC deter-

mination onto fresh agar plates. The MBC was the lowest 

concentration of the drug that results in killing 99.9% of 

the bacteria being tested. 

Sustained antibacterial studies were conducted by mixing 

1×106 cfu of the bacterial organisms with different tilmicosin 

formulations in 2 mL of the MHB medium in a 4 mL tube 

(final drug concentration: 3.0 µg/mL). The mixtures were 

incubated at 37°C in an incubator with shaking at 130 rpm. At 

fixed time points (12 hours, 24 hours, 36 hours, and 48 hours) 

serial dilutions of the mixtures (100 µL) were inoculated on 

Luria broth agar plates (Beijing Aoboxing Bio-Tech Co., Ltd, 

Beijing, People’s Republic of China) at 37°C. The colonies 

were counted when they could be observed by the naked eye. 

Growth graphs were plotted by calculating the number of 

colonies in 1 mL of the mixture versus the incubating time 

(hours). All experiments were carried out in triplicate.

cytotoxicity
Cytotoxicity of TMS-HCO-NP suspensions was evaluated in 

the BHK-21 cell line using the MTT assay. The cells were 

seeded into a 96-well microplate at a density of 1×104 cells 

per well in 0.1 mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 

(DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 

antibiotics, and they were cultured in a humidified 5% CO
2
 

incubator at 37°C. After 24 hours, the medium was replaced 

with 100 µL of DMEM complete medium containing 

tilmicosin (final drug concentration: 32 µg/mL, 64 µg/mL, 

128 µg/mL, 256 µg/mL, and 512 µg/mL). Cytotoxicity of the 

blank nanoparticle suspensions of the same volume was also 

conducted. After 24 hours of coincubation, cell viability was 

assessed by MTT assay. Typically, 5 mg/mL of MTT in PBS 

was added to each well reaching a final MTT concentration of 

0.5 mg/mL and incubated for 4 hours. Then, the supernatants 

were removed and the formazan crystals were dissolved in 

150 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide. Aliquots were drawn from 

each well, and the absorbance at 490 nm was determined by 

a microplate reader (Bio-Rad 680; Bio-Rad Laboratories, 

Hercules, CA, USA). Cells without adding SLN were taken 

as control and set to 100% viability. The cell viability (%) 

was calculated using the following formula:

 (OD
490

 sample/OD
490

 control) × 100. (2)

acute toxicity
Mortality rates were used to evaluate the acute toxicity of 

the suspensions. A preliminary lethal test demonstrated 

that the suspension with the smallest-sized nanoparticle 

was the most toxic, and its absolute lethal dose was 550 mg/

kg body weight (BW) of tilmicosin. This dose was used for 

the experiment.

Sixty mice were randomly divided into six groups, with 

five male and five female animals in each group. The nano-

particle suspensions were lyophilized and resuspended in a 

0.9% NaCl solution to concentrate the drug to 27.5 mg/mL. 

A total of 500 µL of the concentrated suspension was sub-

cutaneously administered on the dorsum of each mouse. 

The concentrated blank nanoparticle suspension with the 

smallest particle size and naked tilmicosin suspended in 

1% PVA was administered in the control groups. Clinical 

symptoms and mortality rates were recorded continuously 

for 24 hours.

stability studies
Stability studies of SLN were performed after the samples 

were stored at 4°C and at RT for 3 months and 6 months. 

The values of the MD, PDI, ZP, and DL were measured for 

the evaluation of the physical stability of the nanoparticle 

suspensions.

Results
characteristics of TMs-hcO-NP
Optical microscopy and SEM images showed that the nano-

particles in the three suspensions were well dispersed and 

spherically shaped with smooth surfaces (Figure 1A and B). 

The mean particle sizes decreased with increases in PVA 

concentration. Further analysis by photon correlation spec-

troscopy showed that the PVA concentration significantly 

affected both the particle size and DL of the nanoparticles in 

the suspensions (Table 1). As PVA concentration increased 

from 0.2% to 5%, the particle size and DL decreased from 

920 nm to 151 nm, and 7.73% to 3.76%, respectively. The 

PDIs of the three nanoparticle suspensions were not sig-

nificantly different. The ZPs of the smallest nanoparticle 
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A

T0.2

15 µm 15 µm 15 µm

T1 T5

B

Figure 1 Photographs of TMs-hcO-NP.
Notes: (A) Optical microscope (magnification ×400); (B) scanning electron microscope (magnification ×30,000). The slN was prepared with 2.7 g of hcO, 0.3 g of 
tilmicosin, and 30 ml of 0.2% PVa (T0.2), 1% PVa (T1) or 5% PVa (T5). 
Abbreviations: T0.2, 0.2% polyvinyl alcohol; T1, 1% polyvinyl alcohol; T5, 5% polyvinyl alcohol; TMs-hcO-NP, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle; 
slN, solid lipid nanoparticles; hcO, hydrogenated castor oil; PVa, polyvinyl alcohol.

Table 1 characteristics of TMs-hcO-NP (mean ± standard 
deviation; n=3)

PVA (%) MD (nm) PDI ZP (mv) DL (%)

0.2 920±35 0.198±0.030 -14.3±1.8 7.73±0.78
1 452±10 0.278±0.079 -14.7±1.5 6.41±0.20
5 151±4 0.242±0.030  -9.8±0.4 3.76±0.21

Abbreviations: TMs-hcO-NP, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil 
nanoparticle; n, number; PVa, polyvinyl alcohol; MD, mean diameter; PDI, poly-
dispersity index; ZP, zeta potential; Dl, drug loading.

suspension were slightly lower than that of the other two 

suspensions.

In vitro release
The in vitro release profile of the TMS-HCO-NP suspensions 

compared to native tilmicosin is summarized as the cumula-

tive percentage release of tilmicosin (Figure 2). The three 

TMS-HCO-NP suspensions displayed similar release patterns 

to that of freeze-dried TMS-HCO-NP powders. Drug release 

was rapid during the first 2 hours, followed by a relatively 

slower release phase lasting for 24 hours, after which a more 

gradual slow release was observed. Notably, the suspen-

sions showed much faster initial release than the powders, 

and suspensions with smaller-sized particles showed faster 

initial release. During the first 2 hours in the NaCl solution 

(0.9% w/v), the cumulative releases of the three nanoparticle 

suspensions (particle sizes 900 nm, 450 nm and 150 nm) 

were 13.38%±1.50%, 24.04%±1.89%, and 29.35%±3.64%, 

respectively, compared to 2.80%±0.74%, 7.87%±0.34% and 

14.37%±0.56% for the freeze-dried powders. The native tilmi-

cosin control exhibited a rapid release with 45.65%±2.65% of 

drug released in 2 hours, and the release was almost complete 

(93.26%±0.48%) after 12 hours. Release studies in 0.1 M HCl 

showed similar trends to those in the NaCl solution, but the 

overall release was faster (Figure 2).

In vitro antibacterial activity
The results of in vitro antibacterial activity assessments are 

shown in Table 2. The MIC and MBC of native tilmicosin 

were 3.0 µg/mL and 12.0 µg/mL, respectively. The tilmicosin 

released from the TMS-HCO-NP suspensions had the same 

MIC and MBC values as that of the native tilmicosin, indicating 

that the antibacterial activity of the drug was not changed by the 

preparation and release processes. The results showed that the 

smaller the particle size, the lower the MIC and MBC values 

of the TMS-HCO-NP suspensions. The MIC and MBC values 

of the suspension with the smallest-sized particles decreased to 

the same levels as that shown by native tilmicosin.

Next, the time-kill curves for the three TMS-HCO-NP 

suspensions and native tilmicosin were compared (Figure 3). 

Within the first 12 hours, suspensions of the smallest nanopar-

ticles had the most potent antibacterial activity. The number 

of bacteria colonies in the cultures with the three suspensions 

increased from an initial density of 5.0×105 cfu/mL to densi-

ties of 4.0×106 cfu/mL, 4.5×107 cfu/mL, and 1.4×108 cfu/mL 
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at 12 hours (particle size ranging from small to large) and 

7.3×106 cfu/mL in the culture with the native drug. From 

12–24 hours, the culture with the smallest-sized particle 

grew more rapidly, as it showed a fast cfu increase (from 

4.0×106 cfu/mL to 1.2×108 cfu/mL) with a rate comparable 

to the growth of the culture with native tilmicosin (from 

7.3×106 cfu/mL to 1.5×108 cfu/mL), whereas cultures 

with the other two suspensions grew more slowly (from 

4.5×107 cfu/mL to 1.9×108 cfu/mL for 450 nm-sized particle 

and 1.4×108 cfu/mL to 2.7×108 cfu/mL for 900 nm-sized 

particle, respectively). Bacterial densities for all cultures 

increased slowly between 24–36 hours with no significant 

differences observed among the formulations.
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Figure 2 In vitro release of different tilmicosin formulations (mean ± standard deviation; n=3). 
Abbreviations: Nacl, sodium chloride; T0.2, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 900 nm; T1, tilmicosin-loaded 
hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 450 nm; T5, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 
150 nm; hcl, hydrogen chloride; n, number; TMs, native tilmicosin. 

Table 2 MIc and MBc of the tilmicosin formulations

Formulation MIC (μg/mL) MBC (μg/mL)

TMs 3.0 12.0
T0.2 7.0 34.0
T1 4.0 18.0
T5 3.0 12.0

Abbreviations: MIc, minimal inhibitory concentration; MBc, minimum bactericidal 
concentration; TMs, native tilmicosin; T0.2, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor 
oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 900 nm; T1, tilmicosin-loaded 
hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 450 nm; 
T5, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a 
particle size of 150 nm.

5
0 12

Incubation time (hours)
24

T0.2

T1

T5

TMS

MHB

36

6

7

L
o

g
10
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fu

/m
L

8

9

Figure 3 In vitro time-kill curve (mean ± standard deviation; n=3). 
Abbreviations: cfu, colony-forming units; T0.2, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated 
castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 900 nm; T1, tilmicosin-
loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 450 
nm; T5, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a 
particle size of 150 nm; TMs, native tilmicosin; MhB, Mueller–hinton broth.

cytotoxicity
Mammalian cytotoxicity for the three drug-loaded nanopar-

ticle suspensions was assessed with a BHK-21 cell line, with 

drug concentrations ranging from 32–512 µg/mL (Figure 4). 

None of the three suspensions showed cytotoxic activity at 

32 µg/mL. Higher doses led to gradually increasing cytotox-

icity, but no significant differences were observed among the 
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such as transient reversible action retardation, anorexia, and 

gloomy spirit. The spirit and behavior of the surviving mice 

were gradually recovered.

stability
The three suspensions exhibited good stability at 4°C and RT 

during 6 months of storage. Slight increases in the MDs and 

PDIs and slight decreases in the DL and ZPs were observed 

(Table 4).

Discussion
Tilmicosin-loaded HCO nanoparticle suspensions were pre-

pared using a homogenization and ultrasonication method. 

Optical and SEM micrographs demonstrated that the sur-

face morphology of the nanoparticles resembled a globular 

structure, where the shape did not change with different PVA 

concentrations. Varying the PVA concentration changed 

the particle size, but it had no significant impact on surface 

roughness or on the appearance of the nanoparticles.

The finding that a higher concentration of PVA was 

required to prepare suspensions with smaller particles sizes 

is consistent with a number of previous reports, where the 

findings indicated that higher PVA concentrations resulted in 

smaller nanoparticles.28,29 Moreover, adequate ultrasonication 

time is essential for preparing nanoparticles with a narrow par-

ticle size distribution. Notably, longer ultrasonication time did 

not result in decreased particle sizes when lower PVA concen-

trations were used. In this study, 30-minute ultrasonication was 

sufficient to obtain SLNs with lower PDI values. The calcula-

tion of PDI accounts for the mean particle size, the refractive 

index of the solvent, the measurement angle, and the variance 

of distribution. Lower PDI values indicate high homogeneity 

in the particle population, whereas high PDI values suggest a 

broad size distribution or different size populations. The PDI 

values were very similar among nanoparticles of the three sus-

pensions prepared, thereby suggesting that PVA concentration 

does not significantly affect the PDI value.

The ZP values were slightly higher for 450 nm and 

900 nm nanoparticles compared to the values for 150 nm 

nanoparticles. The higher PVA concentration used to prepare 

the smaller nanoparticles may lead to an increase in PVA 

density at the oil–water interface of the emulsion droplet, 

which could increase the thickness on the particle surface.29,30 

A PVA layer at the surface of the nanoparticles can potentially 

shield the surface charge of the matrix and drugs.31 Thus, it 

is reasonable to expect that less shielding, and therefore a 

higher ZP, would be observed from nanoparticles prepared 

with 0.2% PVA and 1% PVA.
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Figure 4 cytotoxicity of TMs-hcO-NP suspensions on the BhK-21 cell line.
Notes: cell viability was assessed after 1 day of coculture. The viability of the cells 
that were not treated with TMs-hcO-NP was taken as 100%. results are expressed 
as the mean ± standard deviation (n=5). 
Abbreviations: T0.2, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle 
suspension with a particle size of 900 nm; T1, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated 
castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 450 nm; T5, tilmicosin-
loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 150 
nm; TMs, native tilmicosin; control, cells that were not treated with tilmicosin-
loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticles; TMs-hcO-NP, tilmicosin-loaded 
hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticles; BhK-21, baby hamster kidney cell line; n, 
number.

Table 3 The ratio of animals with clinical signs and their mortality 
after treatment

Group With clinical signs Mortality

Male Female Male Female

T0.2 5/5 5/5 0/5 0/5
T1 5/5 5/5 0/5 0/5
T5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
TMs in 1% PVa 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
c5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
saline 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5

Abbreviations: T0.2, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle 
suspension with a particle size of 900 nm; T1, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor 
oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 450 nm; T5, tilmicosin-loaded 
hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 150 nm; TMs, 
native tilmicosin; PVa, polyvinyl alcohol; c5, suspension of the smallest particle size 
without tilmicosin.

different formulations. The tilmicosin control showed very 

low cytotoxicity.

acute toxicity
Acute toxicity was assessed for each of the formulations 

in mice following a single subcutaneous dose (Table 3). 

Treatment with the suspension containing the smallest-sized 

particles led to 100% mortality within 12 hours. Importantly, 

treatment with native tilmicosin suspended in 1% PVA also 

caused 100% mortality, whereas treatment with the drug-

free nanoparticle control (smallest particle size) did not 

cause any mortality. Treatment with suspensions containing 

larger-sized particles did not cause mortality, although the 

treatment demonstrated significant clinical signs of toxicity, 
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The lower DL observed for the smaller nanoparticles 

could be due to the increased diffusion of tilmicosin into 

the aqueous phase during the preparation of the nanoparticle 

suspension or during washing of the nanoparticles prior to 

lyophilization. As the particle size decreases, its surface area 

increases, leading to an exponential increase in the surface 

exposure of drug molecules, which would, in turn, provide 

more opportunity for drug–solvent interactions to occur dur-

ing preparation and washing.

The in vitro release profiles of the three nanoparticle 

suspensions were biphasic and quite similar in shape to 

that of the freeze-dried powders. More initial burst release 

was observed with the suspensions than with the powders. 

This may be due to unincorporated tilmicosin in the suspen-

sions, as reported previously.32 In our study, smaller particle 

sizes resulted in faster release rates for both a suspension 

and a powder. The largest nanoparticles had the slowest drug 

release rates despite having the highest DL, demonstrating 

that nanoparticle size significantly impacts the release rate. 

This is quite understandable since smaller particle sizes 

lead to a larger surface area per unit mass or volume, and 

the increased surface area provides more opportunities for 

drug–solvent interactions to occur. Thus, tilmicosin on the 

surface of smaller nanoparticles should show an initial 

burst when suspended. During the slow release phase, 

release rates for the three nanoparticle suspensions were 

not significantly different, suggesting that they had similar 

sustained release properties. Additionally, faster release was 

observed in 0.1 M HCl for the suspensions and powders, 

which is consistent with the higher solubility of tilmicosin 

in acidic solutions.

In vitro antibacterial activity analyses demonstrated that 

suspensions with larger nanoparticles had higher MIC and 

MBC values. Since the MIC and MBC are a function of 

the drug concentration, these results are consistent with the 

in vitro release data. Notably, the MIC and MBC values for 

the suspension with the 150 nm nanoparticles were the same 

as those for native tilmicosin, suggesting that the nanopar-

ticles enhanced the antibacterial activity of tilmicosin, since 

the drug does not completely release from the nanoparticles 

upon dissolution.

Time-kill analyses demonstrated that during the first 

12 hours, the suspensions with the 900 nm and 450 nm 

nanoparticles did not slow growth as much as the 150 nm 

nanoparticles or the native drug. The slower drug release 

observed during that time period could account for this 

 difference. As with the MIC and MBC values, the bactericidal 

activity was slightly higher for 150 nm nanoparticles than 

for native tilmicosin.

The clinical dose of tilmicosin administered by subcu-

taneous injection was 10–20 mg/kg. In our in vitro analyses 

of cytotoxicity, none of the suspensions altered BHK-21 

cell proliferation at concentrations up to 32 µg/mL. At 

higher concentrations (64–512 µg/mL of tilmicosin), all 

three suspensions showed similar concentration-dependent 

cytotoxic activity. This could be due to the low inherent 

cytotoxicity of native tilmicosin since the main differences 

among the three suspensions are found in the drug release 

speed. Alternatively, the cytotoxicity at high concentra-

tions could be due to a high lipid concentration, since 

the ratio of lipid to tilmicosin in the nanoparticles is 9:1. 

Similar results have been reported for doxorubicin- and 

Table 4 characteristics of fresh and stored TMs-hcO-NP suspensions (mean ± standard deviation, n=3)

Parameter Formulation Fresh Stored for 3 months Stored for 6 months

4°C RT 4°C RT

MD (nm) T0.2 920±35 991±7 1,010±10 990±27 1,013±12
T1 452±10 463±6 473±5 477±19 489±7
T5 151±4 166±6 184±9 174±2 190±7

PDI T0.2 0.198±0.030 0.206±0.055 0.230±0.074 0.188±0.033 0.280±0.085
T1 0.278±0.079 0.345±0.084 0.303±0.010 0.361±0.029 0.335±0.092
T5 0.242±0.025 0.308±0.047 0.334±0.060 0.333±0.037 0.344±0.055

ZP (mV) T0.2 –14.3±1.8 –13.1±0.6 –12.8±0.5 –13.4±1.1 –12.4±0.5
T1 –14.7±1.5 –10.2±0.3 –10.4±0.8 –8.0±0.5 –11.5±0.8
T5 –9.8±0.4 –8.7±2.29 –7.4±0.3 –8.9±1.2 –6.6±0.3

Dl (%) T0.2 7.73±0.78 7.24±0.43 6.56±0.53 7.16±0.22 6.34±0.38
T1 6.41±0.20 6.38±0.18 5.46±0.06 6.25±0.11 5.12±0.19
T5 3.76±0.21 3.52±0.03 3.07±0.26 3.72±0.28 2.90±0.17

Abbreviations: TMs-hcO-NP, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension; n, number; rT, room temperature; MD, mean diameter; T0.2, tilmicosin-
loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 900 nm; T1, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size 
of 450 nm; T5, tilmicosin-loaded hydrogenated castor oil nanoparticle suspension with a particle size of 150 nm; PDI, polydispersity index; ZP, zeta potential; Dl, drug loading.
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paclitaxel-loaded SLNs, which were more cytotoxic than 

the drug alone.33,34

Mortality, LD
50

, and clinical symptoms are often used 

as a basis for classifying chemicals into various catego-

ries based on toxicity.35 Our previous work showed that 

lyophilized TMS-HCO-NP with a mean particle size of 

334±44 nm was not lethal to mice at a dose of 5 g/kg 

BW (equivalent to 540 mg/kg BW of tilmicosin), which 

suggests that TMS-HCO-NP could be classified as a low-

toxic substance according to the toxicity categorization 

standards.9 This low toxicity is most likely due to good 

biocompatibility and biodegradability of the HCO and 

PVA. HCO can be metabolized into fatty acids and glyc-

erin in vivo,36 and PVA can be degraded into acetic acid by 

oxidase and hydrolase enzymes. The oral LD
50

 of PVA is 

in the range of 15–20 g/kg.37 In the current study, the mor-

tality rate associated with TMS-HCO-NP was assessed in 

mice. In the present study, the absolute LD of a suspension 

of 150 nm nanoparticles was 550 mg/kg BW, which was 

comparable to the lethality observed for a control group 

treated with native tilmicosin suspended in 1% PVA. At an 

equivalent bioactive dose, suspensions of larger nanopar-

ticles were not lethal. The drug-free suspension of 150 nm 

nanoparticles was also not lethal. These results suggest that 

the lethality of the 150 nm suspension may be due to faster 

drug release, thereby increasing the concentration of the 

drug in the animal.

The stability of the nanoparticle suspensions is normally 

assessed by measuring the MD, PDI, ZP, and DL capacity 

after storage.38,39 It has been demonstrated that the stability of 

some SLN suspensions decreases as the storage temperature 

is increased.40,41 In the present study, all of the TMS-HCO-NP 

suspensions were stable at both 4°C and RT for at least 

6 months. It is possible that the presence of the PVA sur-

factant might enhance the suspension stability, as has been 

previously observed.42

Conclusion
Hot homogenization and ultrasonication is a feasible method 

for preparing tilmicosin-loaded SLN suspensions. The nano-

particle size of the suspension can be controlled by varying 

the surfactant concentration. Particle size significantly 

affects sustained release properties, antibacterial activity, 

and in vivo toxicity of the suspensions. Due to their simple 

preparation and cost savings, TMS-HCO-NP suspensions 

with appropriate particle sizes can be potentially used in 

veterinary medicine to enhance the therapeutic efficacy while 

minimizing side effects during the treatment of domestic 

animal diseases, such as bovine mastitis and porcine conta-

gious pleuropneumonia.
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